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⑪2 Show that4X(r+2)
for any integer n.

roof:Suppose there
exists

I
Suppose

an integer n where n +2
=41 4) (ri+2)

for some (EX.

Then in By we would have

n+2 =
0-

Let's show this
can'thappen.

see thatthere
is

#



Y
⑭ Prove thatx2-Sy=I has

no integer solutions.

a
contradiction:Suppose there

did existintegers Xand y S
-

where x2Sy=2.] -
2

Then in Is we would have
x =2

We see from the

where X
=I.#tereContradiction.

Hence, x
2Sy*=2

does nothave integer
solutions. #
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③ Prove thatlog,(2) is irrational.

orby contradiction:

Suppose log, (2) is rational.

then log.(2) =5 where Xand

I e positive integers [109, (tK0 iftes]
and ycd(x,y)=1.

Thus, 10
*=
2.

So, 10
x
=2

so2.
Since prime factorization

is unique

and there are no 5's on the

rightside ofthe equation



we musthave thatx =

0,

then we get 20 =2.

Ris 1 =22

Butthen y
=0.

Contradiction.

Thus, log, (21 is irration
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⑤(b)
Leta, b, n

be positive integers.

Prove gcd(a,b) ) iff goda", bK/

of Suppose d =gid(a, b) > 1.

Then, dla and alb.

So, a =ak and
b =dl, where

↓Xan- ↓xbk,t.
n - 1

Then, a
=ara) and b=deb).

So, dla" and dlb".
Thus, god(a,b")?d> 1.



(5) Suppose d =gcd(a", br< 1.

Since d> 1 we know there

exists a prime P where pld.

Since d=gcd(a, b") we

know dla" and dlb"-

Since pld and dla", we know pla

Since old and dlb" we knowp/b".

Since p
is prime and

pl ara... a, then
e

a



Since p is prime
and

p(b.b...., then
e

b

Thus, yId(a,bKPI
rime



S q(d(3,71 =1

3 gcd(6,7) =1

02 =

=4,gcd(S,71 =1
I - g(d(4,71 =1

g(d10,71 =7 (Cd(2,71 =1

x= =1, E,5,4,5,5}

a
5.5 =5 =T =5 andt
6.5 =56 =
T-5


